
Journals during the summer school in Venice
Day1
After more than ten hours of air bumps, we arrived in Venice on the afternoon

of July 1. As soon as getting off the plane, I felt like I was taking a vacation, rather
than just attending a summer school.The whole city was as clean and transparent as
it had been washed with water. The cool sea breeze and the hot sun collided on my
body, giving me a refreshing feeling.

By the time we reached the dormitory of Ca’Foscari University of Venice,the sun
was emerging,transforming the waters of the Grand Canal into a pastel palette.Under
the bridge passed a vaporetto packed with early commuters.

(Venice, a city on the sea)
As soon as we checked in, we went straight out to lunch. We used Google map

in China, which was not so useful in Italy. Thanks to the guidance of an American
tourist, we found a restaurant with high cost performance.

(Check in at Ca’Foscari University of Venice’s residence hall)



The classic Italian noodles was flavorful.The thick tomato sauce tasted slightly
sour, and the noodles were cooked to the taste of foreigners with moderate
hardness.

(Seafood pasta and orange Venetian Spritz ;the lower left corner of the sign is very interesting)
The restaurant owner is an Italian women.Below her thick black eyebrows, a

pair of black eyes were flashing with enthusiasm.She served us in English lacking
proficiency.The first meal in Italy also let me feel the unique Italian humor.One of the
peer boys opened the brave mode and ordered a cuttlefish noodles.Having finished
the meal, he was wiping away the black cuttlefish sauce around his mouth using a
small mirror.The restaurant owner looked at us with a sly smile.Then she grabbed the
mirror, held it up and looked into the mirror.We all laughed.

(Lovely restaurant owner looking into the mirror; elegant old lady walking along the street)
In the evening, we went to the supermarket. The water and food in Venice are a

little expensive, while the fruit and milk are rather cheap(compared with China).
Besides the supermarket, there are also mobile fruit and vegetable vendors under
the bridge(just like in China,but they sell them on the ship).



(A floating vegetable market on the river，fresh seafood in the freezer)
In most European countries,people still give priority to payment in cash, which

makes most Chinese people,who have adapted to Mobile Payment, feel cumbersome
and inconvenient.Payment in cash is not efficient as payment using mobile
phone,which some foreigners would agree.

But I think people here have probably got used to the slow pace of life, to
enjoying the process(rather than considering the result).Besides working from 9:00
AM to 5:00 PM(not like Chinese,working in “996” mood,seems never distinguish life
from work), the rest is mostly enjoying life of leisure and entertainment.
Convenience and efficiency seems not really necessary to them.

(A baker displaying his bread in the shop window )
Instead,it seems that in China and some other developing countries,the

methods of convenience and fast rhythm are more needed. Everything is fast and
even programmed to save more time, maximum efficiency and create more wealth.
It is tempting to wonder are we inventing mobile payment, promoting high-techs to
emancipate the productive forces, or enslave ourselves to a greater extent?

http://dict.youdao.com/w/%E7%83%A4%E9%9D%A2%E5%8C%85%E7%9A%84%E5%B8%88%E5%82%85/


(Locals walking their dogs are everywhere)
Here, you can’t see the fast pace and urgency of China.Instead,you can see

elegant grandmothers with delicate linen bags walking slowly,locals with their dogs
on a lead, art lovers slinging instruments over their shoulders,and the women with
their newly bought bread scattering bread crumbs on the ground to feed the
pigeons.

(Venetian pigeons flock)
The cashier doesn't rush you, but graciously signals to the person behind you in

line; they would smile and say "take your time" to you as you spread out a handful of
coins in one hand and pick them up in a hurry in the other.



(Women chatting in an outdoor bar, in front of a coffee bookstore)

(Buskers are everywhere)



(Fat black pigeons run all over the square. Can you count how many on the right picture?)

Day2
The schedule in Venice is dominated by lectures during the day. On the first day,

the professor from Ca’Foscari University of Venice introduced the historical changes
and development of Venice to us, as well as the Italian Renaissance Art.

(Renaissance paintings celebrate both religion and reality)
As a liberal arts student, I am no stranger to the Italian Renaissance. But

listening to Italians talk about their own history is another experience. The dry
knowledge point becomes a vivid display; the perspective of a third person becomes
a first-person narrative, and that's when you really feel the greatness of the
Renaissance.



(To understand the Renaissance, one can only feel its charm when standing in front of the works)
To understand the works of Renaissance art, you can only feel the great spirit of

humanism deeply rooted in the ordinary if you stand in front of them and look at
them carefully.

(Gondola PK electric ship PK small speedboat PK big cruise)
The libraries of Ca’Foscari University of Venice, like its campus, are scattered all



over the main island of Venice. At the corner, in the narrow lane, beside the church
and among the hidden buildings, you often walk into the library of Ca’Foscari
University of Venice unintentionally, but if you look for it deliberately, it is often
difficult to find.

(the library of Ca’Foscari University of Venice)
The libraries are well equipped and artistically designed, with English-speaking

students from Ca’Foscari University of Venice advising on the front desk.As it
happens, the students on duty that day was from Chinese Department. Her fluent
Chinese made our communication instantly cordial and smooth.In the library, there
were some students sitting for self-study. Affected by this atmosphere, I also picked
up an English book and started to read it quietly.

(A little girl running happily to her father as pigeons flying about in the Piazza San Marco)
After dinner, we went to Piazza San Marco.Plazas have always been of great

significance to Italians. Every city in Italy has one or two plazas. In addition to



providing daily gatherings and entertainment for citizens, the historical, religious and
cultural meanings behind them are the most significant.

(A dancing girl.The tourist was taking photos of her)
Under the setting sun, a couple who were slightly older embraced and kissed

passionately in the middle of the square. A 12 - or 13-year-old girl happily sprinted
up to her father with outstretched arms as her mother photographed the scene.A girl
dancing to music in the square had a big smile on her face.In the restaurants around
the square there were bands playing happily,which adds to the happy atmosphere of
the square.

(Souvenir vendors in the square;bands playing in the restaurant)
As darkness approached,we took the smooth water bus back to the

schoolhouse.Passengers of all colors chattered with each other in the cabin.On either
side of the river there was a clamour of voices and the clatter of knives and forks.



(No land bus in Venice.Vaporetto is the public transport in Venice)
As the water bus approaching the quay,the young conductor dressed in a blue

uniform leaned forward at the door and swung a rope,expertly lassoing the mooring
post on his first attempt.The young man shouted something unintelligible to another
man at the helm to stall the bus,then he assisted a disabled to pass the door and
secured other passengers’ exiting the bus.

(Elegant water city smiling in my dream)
A few streets further on,and I could see the river glistening in the moonlight. It's

easy to imagine the impressionists' apt capture of ripples and other natural
elements.

Venice is such a place for you to be quiet and trigger your inner creative
inspiration. When you walk in Venice, your heart will be quiet and your feet will be
light.

(Walking in Venice is a pleasure)



Day3
On the third day we did some field research in the Museums. At Academia

Museum, we saw the original Body Scale Diagram famous by leonardo Da Vinci.

(Da Vinci's masterpiece)
We also appreciated some religious paintings as well as modern art exhibitions

and took pictures with our professor at the museum.

(Stop by the modern art show)
In the afternoon, we took the water bus for more than an hour to made a field

research on Murano Island (glass island) and Brano Island (color island).



(The picturesque island of Brano)
The color island is relatively far away from the main island, while the glass island

lies between the main island and the color island.We went to the further color island
first.Color actually refers to the color of the houses on the island.The name of Brano
has a story.It is said that the local people used to fish for a living, and in order to
make it easier for men to find houses away from home, the housewives painted the
houses colorful, hence the name of the island.

(The houses on the island are colorful and artistic)
The color island is full of art, with every window decorated with flowers and

exquisite lace of different styles.Colorful houses are reflected in the river like a
fairy-tale Venice.



(Lazy cats of the color island)
Color island is a miniature version of Venice,indeed.With ubiquitous Bridges and

Gondola boats passing underneath,beautiful landscape in any random snapshot and
mysterious shops where best goods hidden to be discovered, this island has all the
characteristics of Venice.

We walked into a small shop of handmade lace clothing. The owner was
hospitable and thoughtful.Chatting with her, we knew that the water and food
resources on the island depend on the supply of the main island.So living on the
small island is rather expensive.The island's economy is largely dependent on tourism,
with a few shops frequented by Venetian locals.

(A traveling family raising their glasses)
You can't find a place in Venice on purpose. You just happen to walk into a shop

and buy something you happen to like.The low-key luxury street is nowhere to be
found on the map(maybe it’s map,ha ha).Many shops, which double as studios, sell
mostly homemade goods.The owner may not necessarily be the designer, but at least
he or she has something to do with the product, especially in some antique shops.

The glass island, another small island north of Venice, was once a centre for
glassware manufacturing, exporting heavily to European countries, and still has an
industry, albeit on a much smaller scale.



(Museum on the glass island)
Since it was nearly six o 'clock when we reached the island, the museum was

closed, the shops were closing, and the roads were getting empty.We walked along
the channel to the water bus stop.Sea breeze along the narrow channel blowing
waves,clear mind echoing with the sound of seagulls, I felt as if I was in another quiet
world.

(People who sunk in their books on the lawn;exquisite works of glass art on the island)

Day4
On the last day in Venice we went to Piazza San Marco to visit Palazzo

Ducale(the governor’s house) and the Ponte dei Sospiri (the bridge of sighs). Our
warm-hearted professor was waiting for us at the dormitory gate early in the
morning.



(Palazzo Ducale is the governor's house in the Piazza San Marco)
We took the water bus again to Piazza San Marco.It is said that the bridge of

sighs is the place where the condemned prisoners cast their last glances to the world
as they walk towards the dark prison after their sentences.Another interesting
legend tells of a prisoner on death row sighing deeply at the sight of his former lover
making out with his new love on the other side of the bridge.

(An open-air restaurant by the sea)
The bridge of sighs has since become a place for lovers to witness their love.It is

said that lovers who kiss under the bridge can stay together for life.That's where the
famous movie A Little Romance was filmed.Standing on the bridge of sighs, you
should be able to truly realize that one step forward is hell, one step back is heaven.



(Bridge of sighs and a corner of the square)
In Venice, tap water from some schools and hotels is available for drinking.There

are also many drinking places along the roads.All the water comes from the upper
reaches of the river.They follow the river day and night,providing drinking water for
locals and tourists.

(Wait a minute,master. I'm thirsty!)
In contrast,bottled water in the shops is expensive, at €1 or €2 a

bottle.Italian mineral water bottles are designed to be light, gourd-like and easy to
hold.Normally,people don't throw away mineral water bottles, but use them to drink
roadside drinking water, which shows their strong environmental awareness.

Compared with China, it is not unusual to see more than half of the water left
unfinished in a bottle.Nor is it practical to reuse plastic bottles in China(Chinese are
used to drinking boiled water, which can burn the bottles).Perhaps this is not only
China's helplessness, but also that of other developing countries.

However, as to those developed countries emerged after the war,like European
countries and Japan, they have already paid the price of ecological destruction
caused by rapid economic development.Thus, their environmental protection
concepts are worthy for the rising developing countries to learn from.



(Birth of Venus --Botticelli)
Our last afternoon in Venice was spent as group presentations.We chose the

most impressive paintings in the art museum and talked about our respective
understanding and feelings of them.I chose Birth of Venus by Sandro Botticelli.Due to
the lack of knowledge in art, I can only speak subjectively about my understanding
and feelings.The professor listened to my nonsense patiently and gave us a high
evaluation.

Day5
In the afternoon, we set off for Florence by train.On our way to Venice's train

station, we passed a huge bridge with only stairs.It was expensive to hire porters and
wheelbarrows.The ten of us worked together,some to help guard the luggage, some
to help carry, finally the luggage and people were successfully transported to the
other side.

To travel by train in China, one must pass strict tickets identification and security
checks.Whereas in Europe, taking the train is more casual. There is no check-in, and
few people on the train to check tickets. Everyone should buy ticket consciously.Once
found in the spot check evading tickets, the consequences will be very serious.

(There is a long bridge to the railway station)
It was very quiet inside the carriage. Occasionally there were some page-turning

sound of newspapers, magazines and books, plus soft chatting of tourists.Listening to
Ludovico Einaudi’s piano pieces while looking out the window at the wheat fields,
trees and rivers rushing by, I couldn't help but think of a quote from Montaigne.

Trains, planes, cars ... so convenient that it's easy to forget that there's



something between two cities.It might be a village, or a river, or a small tree by the
side of the road, or a lone horse.Everything outside the destination, either abandoned,
or cast with a passing glance as landscape painting.Why don't we stop?Nothing
ought to be skipped.

Had Montaigne lived to be today, his regrets would have only increased.This is
probably a common problem faced by all modern people.The 5G era has beckoned us
urgently.The fast life has made us unable to get rid of.What about the scenery outside
the destination? We shall only hope for our inner feelings.Have an eye for beauty,you
will never forget the scenery on the road.

Day6
Human’s heart are always yearning for quietness.Sure enough, as soon as we

felt the crowds in Florence, we began to miss the quietness and elegance of
Venice.Because of its large population and its mixture, there are many thieves in
Florence.Under the teacher's considerate instructions, we put our backpacks from
back to the front, like a pregnant woman, to protect the bosom of the wallet, and
carefully opened a way through the flow of people.

(Florence is packed)
The streets of Europe are generally narrow, and the grounds are paved with

block-shaped small stones, like mosaics. Many art works are also constructed in this
way.The gaps between the bricks and stones are wide, and it is easy to sprain your
feet when walking in high heels. But their ability to drain and penetrate rainwater is
pretty well, which is necessary in rainy Europe.The small stones grounds are bumpy
and challenging to ride thereon, so it's no wonder that Mobike isn't gaining traction
in Europe.



(Shared bikes are not widely promoted; rough roads seem good for horse-drawn carriages)
Florence’s nightlife is not as rich as Venice’s. Most shops and restaurants close at

6:00 pm. After 6:00 the streets are empty except for some bistros and Carrefour
supermarkets.

(Galileo's brilliant scientific achievements were inseparable from the Medici family’s support)
It is at night that Florence, which is chaotic and noisy by day, shows its solemn

and stately side.Reading the book telling of Medici family’s stories in the antique
hotel and reviewing the glorious history of Florence as the political and cultural



center, I can't help feeling that my stay in Italy is not only an artistic and cultural tour,
but also a political and historical tour. It makes for a really nice trip!

Day7
On our second day in Florence, we took a guided tour of the Palazzo Pitti ,the

Piazza della Signoria ,the Piazzale Michelangelo and the Ponte Vecchio.

(Michelangelo square’s sculpture; a carriage rolled by)
The Pitti Palace is one of the most magnificent buildings in Florence and was

once home to the Medici family.As for why it is called the Pitti Palace instead of the
Medici Palace, it requires a certain understanding of Florence's political history to
give an answer.

(The Arno River flows quietly under the Ponte Vecchio, circling the stately Florence)
Machiavelli wrote in The History of Florence:”Luca pitti was knighted for his

services to the Florentine republic, and his influence rose rapidly to become de facto
ruler of Florence, not Cosimo Medici.”No wonder, then, that the building was named
the Pitty Palace.Two political events in European history and the Italian Renaissance



were associated with the Pitti Palace.

(A throne in Pitty Palace)
One of the events that happened was, in the 18th century, the Lorraine family

ruled the Germanic nation from here north; another event was the birth of Vittorio
Emanuele II, the first Italian king.His mother gave birth to him during a visit to the
Pitty Palace.Later Pitti became the king's palace, and the king stayed here until he
went to Rome.

(The Medici family overlooks Florence)



Although my lack of professional vocabulary and the guide's strong Italian
accent made it difficult for me to understand, I was still excited, as if scenes from the
TV series Medici were unfolding before my eyes.

On this day, we also visited Academia Art Museum and Uffizi Art Museum, the
artistic and cultural treasures of Florence. The two museums may seem strange to
you without knowledge of art, but if you are told that this is the place where
Michelangelo's most famous sculpture David is kept, you are sure to feel familiar.

(The statue of David;tourists swarmed round his feet)
Shackled by the impermeable noise of the exhibition hall, David conveys

Michelangelo's expression of art and perfection about the world with his posture and
eyes unchanged for hundreds of years.Our guide gave us a complementary
introduction to the history and present of the sculpture.At the beginning of its
construction, the Medici family was displeased and tried to destroy the statue;years
ago, an American tourist with an ax broke David's toe;today, millions of visitors visit
the statue on a daily basis, causing vibrations that damage the statue and threaten it
to collapse.

Not only the David sculpture, but other cultural relics have become imperiled in
recent years due to the influx of tourists.How to better protect cultural relics while
increasing tourism revenue is a problem that has plagued the Italian government for
many years.

Day8
On our last day in Florence, we visited Basilica di Santa Maria del Fiore(the

cathedral of Our Lady of the Flowers), which is a masterpiece of church art in
Florence.



(The magnificent cathedral of Our Lady of the Flowers)
The cathedral of Our Lady of the Flowers is the symbol of Florence. It is the

tallest building in Florence and the fourth largest Catholic church in the world.Not
only is it grand in appearance, but more importantly, it is a representative building
throughout the early Renaissance.

(The interior of the cathedral decorated with beautifully painted glass)
The dome designed by local architect Filippo Brunelleschi is an architectural

marvel.He used an architectural approach that allows the dome to be built without



scaffolding, while hollow structures allow people to climb to the top.The facade of
the whole church is a combination of dark green and white marble, so it is very
solemn and exquisite when viewed from anywhere, which is a classic of Florence.

(A steady stream of visitors;the tour guide explained to us as we waited in line)
As soon as the sun came up, there was a long line in front of the cathedral. The

line of tourists almost encircled the whole cathedral, which was very spectacular.
Queuing in the hot sun is an unforgettable experience.The tour guide took full

advantage of the waiting time to explain the history and architectural features of the
cathedral to us.A young man was sitting in the shade, finger-picking a guitar.He's a
moving music library who played everything from Despacito of the strong Spanish
style to the quiet and elegant opusculum Korean River Flows in You.



(A finger-picking young man;a paintings’ vendor)
In the afternoon we left Florence for Rome.At the train station in Florence, we

saw the long lost McDonald's.An appetite that had been dominated by pasta for days
was instantly aroused.We hurried into McDonald's and had a big meal for a change.

Day9
Here we come,Rome! This was supposed to be as simple and normal as Hebei

people coming to Beijing, but for a few days of Florence in a state of fear and worry ,
at the moment we felt as excited as a countryman coming to Beijing.



(The romantic and macabre side of the Romans can be seen in the slogans)
Our hotel was right next to the train station, checking in, and after a break,

hungry, we began a new wave of foraging.This time, we went straight to a web
celebrity restaurant, which opens at 7 PM. Around 6:40 PM, tourists from all over the
world gathered in front of the restaurant. The length of lines reflected its high
popularity.

(Hidden in the streets is this web celebrity restaurant)



The restaurant's signature pasta was fresh and delicious.To serve, add some dill
and parsley and black pepper. The baked bread had excellent flexibility and
toughness with special faint scents of wheat and good mouthfeel.In western
restaurants there is usually a 'house red' wine and a 'house white' wine.The mellow
wine is worth tasting while having a heart-to-heart talk with your friends.That was
supposed to be a great meal for me during my trip.Bravo!

(A scenic spot on Roman Holiday)
We also visited one of Rome's most famous sights, the Spanish Square, and saw

where the film Roman Holiday shot.After that we visited the famous wishing well
fountain(Fontana di Trevi).

Legend has it that in 19 BC, a Roman engineer brought water to the area from
13 kilometers away to help a girl.This channel was therefore known as the girls'
channel, and later the fountain was also known as the girls' fountain.

The fountain lies along the palace of the Marquis de Polly.It was built in 1762
and took 30 years to complete.Sitting at the Trevi Fountain, I caught a hint of bleach
in the smell of the water and thought twice about drinking it.



(Roman bazaars; the cafe on the right is 260 years old)

(The river that traverses Rome; the bathroom of an ancient Roman nobleman)
The money-making Romans made up a story. To make a wish,you need to hold a

coin on your right hand with your back to the fountain and throw it through the left
shoulder on the side of your heart.Throw one coin into the pool and make a wish,you
will go back to Rome again.Repeat the same action, throw two coins to wish, you will
have an affair.Throw three coins and make a wish, your dream will come true.

The fountain is said to be the most visited one in the world, because "all roads
lead to Rome ". We don't know how many people got their wish after the coin was
thrown, but the Roman government received a lot of extra income every year to pay
for the restoration of antiquities and other public expenditures.



(Many statues of the virgin Mary on both sides of the street)
Finally we went to the Pantheon, one of the few Roman palaces that survived

war and dynastic change and remained intact.Tour guides said the Pantheon survived
because it was once used as a church.Despite the history of wars in Europe, religion
is a common spiritual force that unites the whole continent.The sanctity of religion
was so unshakable that secular disputes often gave way, even after the Reformation.

(The well-preserved pantheon; captured a couple getting married)
The power of religion still matters in Europe today. Perhaps it is less about



political control and more about spiritual attachment.In this regard, we who do not
believe in religion can neither comment nor conclude.Noncommittal is the best
attitude.

Day10
The second day’s schedule in Rome , was to explore the rise and fall of the

Roman empire. we visited the famous Ruins of the Roman Empire Square,the
Colosseum and the Constantine Arch of Triumph.

(Profile of the Constantine Arch of Triumph and the Colosseum)
Ruins of the Roman Empire Square, located about three to five meters below

the surface of what is now the Roman city.Why was ancient Rome underground?This
is because Rome was flooded so many times historically that later generations had to
build higher and higher houses(If you have read the first chapter of The Medici Secret
by Michael White, you will know better what I mean).Coupled with the replacement
of dynasties, later dynasties often built new cities directly on the ruins of the old city,
the more and more high, became the height of today.



(Ancient Rome was three to five meters underground)
Rome is a place of treasures, not that I'm boasting about it, but there are all

kinds of antiquities buried under the city.During today’s public construction, treasure
and skulls are dug up from time to time, which undoubtedly proves that this land of
Rome is a huge wealth left by history to the Roman people.

(Under the ruins of time lies the wealth of history)
Colosseum, the largest circular Colosseum in ancient Rome, was built between

AD 72 and 82. The Colosseum can accommodate up to 50,000 people, while the



entrance design is thoughtful without congestion and confusion, which is still used
even today in large stadiums.

(The structure of the Colosseum became the model for all the stadiums)
However, performances staged in the arena, were full of blood and

cruelty.According to our guide, in order to satisfy the aristocrats' thirst for blood and
never get them bored, different animals were killed for each show,which caused lions
and elephants’ extinction in Rome’s history.

After all, the Colosseum is the eternal heritage for humanity left by ancient
Romans, which deserves our admiration as well as reflection.

(The Italian-speaking tour guide has a good sense of humor)

Day11
Our last stop was the wonderful miniature state Vatican!The world-famous

history and culture of the Vatican were fully displayed in Vatican Museums, St.
Peter's Basilica and the Castel Sant'Angelo (the castle of saint angel).

The famous painting of the Athenian Academy by Raphael hangs on the wall of



Vatican Palace in St. Peter's Basilica.Plato and his student Aristotle walk side by side
in the center of the painting. Aristotle holds out his right hand, palm down, as if to
show that entity is the real reality. Plato, on the other hand, points up the fingers of
his right hand, indicating the idea that everything comes from the essence, the
common phase.

The two opposing gestures expressed their differences of principle in
thought.This is the discussion of the basic problems of philosophy at the beginning of
Marxist philosophy, which has been shown artistically in this painting in the 16th
century.

(Vatican Museums; the church depends entirely on tourism for its expenses)
The frescoes on the ceiling of the Sistine chapel were all painted by

Michelangelo himself.In 1505, Michelangelo, who had just finished David , went to
Rome to build a tomb for the Pope in St. Peter's Church at the invitation of Ulysses II.

Michelangelo's architectural talent made the Pope's artistic director, Blamant,
so jealous that he urged the Pope not to build the tomb for the time being and urged
Michelangelo to paint the ceiling of the Sistine chapel. Michelangelo spent four years
and five months with extraordinary wisdom and perseverance to complete the
world's largest mural The Creation.



(Raphael VS Michelangelo)
In 1536, Michelangelo, who was 61 years old, was recalled from Florence to the

Sistine Chapel. It took him nearly six years to create the great church mural The Last
Judgment on the altar wall under the zenith painting of The Creation, which was
completed 25 years ago. Michelangelo is said to be an eccentric with a distinctive
personality and a short temper, while his works trigger the empathy of all mankind
and convey universal emotions.

(Frescoes on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel)
Michelangelo is the crystallization of human genius wisdom and courage, his

glory and achievements belong to all mankind.As a Renaissance master, his
magnificent masterpieces, which transcend time and space, have exerted a
tremendous influence on his life and future generations. He was as versatile as Da
Vinci, sculptor, painter, architect and poet all rolled into one.He was blessed to live to
89 years old and spend more than 70 years of his artistic career.He experienced ups
and downs in his life and the fickleness of the world, which made all his works have
dramatic effects, majestic momentum and solemn and stirring of human beings.

Day12
Fly back to Beijing.
Inspired,I wrote four poems for my trip in Italy(the first two poems were written

in Venice, the second two in Florence and Rome):
1
Elegant city on the water floats,
People in the street pursuing the boat,
Square and eaves habitat seabirds,



Where there are bridges there are visitors.
(静谧城廓水上漂，人随船走环街绕。

广场屋檐栖海鸟，处处游人处处桥。)

2
Wobbling round the island evolving fragrance,
Breeze blowing waves,clouds gradually dense,
Small bridge,narrow lane and glass art,
Elegant water city hidden in my heart.
(游岛泛舟韵味香，流云渐密海风凉。

小桥窄巷吹玻艺，幽雅水城梦里藏。)

3
Renaissance handing down reputations,
Stately bridge and palace casting reflections,
By the Arno river Gospel surrounds,
With Virgin Mary Flowers David greets.
(文艺复兴留盛名，古桥美宫映闲情。

亚诺河畔福音绕，圣母百花大卫迎。)

4
Papal States cloistered in the heart of hive,
Monuments stand while new buildings hide,
Think twice before you drink water from wishing pool,
The challenge to bleach would let pine canopy applaud.
(都城闹市隐梵国，古迹新筑影斑驳。

许愿池边饮净水，松蓬映衬丽如梭。)

PS:
Through this field trip and my own understanding of Italy, I would like to talk

about what attracts me about Italy:

Tradition:
The world's first university was born in bologna in 1088. It was founded and

managed by several scholars of grammar, rhetoric and logic.The first university in
human history was born in Italy, and the roots of the modern university tradition are
in Italy.

Culture:
The scientific and humanistic culture of Italy has an ancient and noble origin,

which was inherited from the ancient Greek and Roman culture and initiates the
awakening of people during Renaissance. It is an unavoidable theme to trace the
western civilization and explore the cultural exchanges between the east and the
west.



Innovation:
Italian universities are going through a period of reformation in technique,

management and teaching,which will make it Europe's leaders in educational
innovation.Italy was one of the first countries to advocate for a common European
space for education and research.

Opportunity:
Italy was the first EU country to join One Belt And One Road. Influenced by it,

France subsequently joined One Belt And One Road.As elsewhere in Europe, Italy's
ageing, talent shortages and labour shortages create opportunities for different
people.

Diversity:
Italy is a country of ceremony, its people are hospitable, its climate is pleasant,

and it has been absorbing large Numbers of immigrants for a long time.The
immigration trend of Europe in the future is bound to attract more immigrants from
the Middle East and Africa, and multiculturalism will remain to be its feature.


